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QUESTION 1

Your company is using Order Management Cloud to capture orders, and has integrated with a legacy inventory
application for order fulfillment. A fulfillment request needs to be aggregated and sent to an external inventory
application. 

What step would you perform to aggregate the request? 

A. Create a new custom task by using the Shipment Task Layer. 

B. Create a new custom task by using the Fulfillment Task Layer. 

C. Create a new custom task by using the Supply Task Layer. 

D. Configure a fulfillment task routing rule with aggregation criteria based on time limit or total number of lines. 

Correct Answer: D 

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E56614_01/scmop_gs/FAOFO/F1171442AN11B74.htm 

 

QUESTION 2

Your customer is concerned about not having access to schedule orders and check availability when the Global Order
Promising server is down. Which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. Affected orders can be rescheduled based on supply chain availability search after server recovery. 

B. Global Order Promising continues promising orders based on supply chain availability search until the server or
backup server can be restarted. 

C. Global Order Promising cannot continue promising orders, but the server or backup server is usually restarted
quickly. 

D. Affected orders cannot be rescheduled based on supply chain availability search after server recovery. 

E. Global Order Promising continues promising orders based on lead-time availability until the server or backup server
can be restarted. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Your company wants to define different status conditions for fulfillment lines that have different categories assigned to a
single orchestration process in Order Management Cloud. Which two configurations would you perform to meet this
requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. Define a fulfillment line status rule set for each category. 

B. Create a unique step for each category and assign different "next expected task statuses." 
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C. Define orchestration process status values for each category. 

D. Assign the status catalog to the orchestration process. 

Correct Answer: CD 

An orchestration process is a predefined business process that coordinates the orchestration of physical goods and
activities within a single order and automates order orchestration across fulfillment systems. 

 

QUESTION 4

Which step must be performed before enabling a new inventory organization in SCM cloud for collection from Manage
Upstream and Downstream Source System Task? 

A. Add the Organization against the OPS destination system. 

B. Add the Organization against the OPS source system manually. 

C. Refresh the Organization List against the Oracle Planning and Sourcing (OPS) source system. 

D. Create a new source system for each organization. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/saas/supply-chain-management/r13- update17d/faivc/implementing-planning-source-
systems-and-profile-options.html#FAIVC134911 

 

QUESTION 5

Which change mode takes a snapshot at the stages mentioned below: 

When the orchestration process starts When a change order is received at an orchestration process step 

A. Incremental 

B. Simple 

C. None 

D. Advanced 

Correct Answer: D 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/fusion-apps/orderorchestrationguide-e22707-01-1514572.pdf 
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